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“YOUR CABLE MANAGER” 

CAVOLINE® CABLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM BY DURABLE

Paperworld 2019, hall 3.0, stand B81 // Boxes with additional features // Self-adhesive clips with 

flexible holding capacities // Cable ties in various designs

Iserlohn/Frankfurt a. M., 26/01/2019: Computers, screens, printers, smartphones, tablets, chargers, lamps 

– modern office workplaces feature large numbers of electronic devices, which mostly come with mains or USB 

cables. That not only leads to ugly tangles of cables, but it can also easily become a tripping hazard. With the 

new CAVOLINE® range, DURABLE is offering versatile product solutions for routeing and organising cables. It 

will be launched at Paperworld 2019. 

All products in the series can be used flexibly and in combination with one another. Thanks to the high-quality 

and functional design of the products as well as their clear design vocabulary, they are the ideal modern aids 

for both office workplaces and the home office.

Into the box with you!

The new CAVOLINE® BOX makes efficient cable management possible and comes with with additional bene-

fits. It allows you to stow a variety of mains and USB cables as well as socket strips safely and out of sight. 

Only the necessary lengths of cable are routed into the room via the lateral openings. The ‘Charging Dot’ is a 

special feature on the top of the cover that serves as an outlet and fastener for mobile phone charging cables 

– you can simply place your mobile phone on the lid while it is charging. The high-quality and elegant boxes 

are available in colours anthracite and grey and in SMALL and LARGE versions.
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Clip and done!

Modern work – that also means constant changes. Where there is a desk now, there could be a meeting zone 

with high tables tomorrow. Employees move back and forth between different workstations and locations. The 

technical equipment and cables always have to move too. With that much movement involved, classic, fixed 

cable clamps are no longer an option. The CAVOLINE® range offers modern solutions.  

The new CLIPS in various versions, sizes and colours can simply be stuck to all smooth surfaces. The strong 

grip guarantees a reliable hold. Developed for mains and USB cables, the clips can hold cables with a wide 

variety of diameters thanks to their flexibility. Cables with different diameters can also be routed together in a 

single clip. 

Strapped up and safe

The CAVOLINE® range is rounded off by straps that let you group and tie up cables. The GRIP hook and loop 

straps are available in rolls of various widths for cutting to length individually, and as individual straps with pre-

punched fastening lugs. Our tip: Colour coding helps you match devices and cables. Therefore, DURABLE 

offers the straps in different colours. 

www.durable.eu 
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ABOUT DURABLE:

With its intelligent solutions, DURABLE Hunke & Jochheim GmbH & Co. KG helps professionals succeed in 

today’s and tomorrow’s working world. DURABLE boasts almost 100 years of expertise in professional pre-

sentation and organisation concepts, which are used in many lines of work around the world. The forward-

looking company identifies work trends and develops innovative concepts to meet the needs of the changing 

professional world. DURABLE’s product lines in the premium segment stand out with their excellent quality, 

design and functionality. DURABLE currently has a staff of about 700 employees at its headquarters in 

Iserlohn/Germany and its overseas subsidiaries in Europe and the USA. 

For more information, see www.durable.eu
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